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by Goblin’s Henchman 

with syllable magic by K Yani 

Player Characters (PCs) statistics (stats): 

S – SKILL; fighting skill / physical prowess 

M – MANIPULATION; using your hacker deck  

A – ARMOUR; used to reduce damage done to RESILIENCE 

R – RESILIENCE; equates to life / health (0 is unconscious, -1 is dead) 

T – TRICKERY / THIEVERY; stealth and specialist physical skills 

Starting and advancement 

PCs start with 1 point in SKILL and RESILIENCE, and have 1 further point to put in any one of their stats.  

When a PC ADVANCES, the PC gains +1 point to add to any stat. Only ARMOUR is limited to a maximum of 3. 

Enhancement (CREDIT) 

Stats increase by taking on various new cyber-enhancements (for example, S might be improved by gaining wired 
reflexes, M by installing knowledge chips, and A by implanting sub-dermal plates, etc.) 

To Enhance a stat a PC must gain new CREDIT (Cr) equal to the cube of the PC’s highest stat (i.e. stat   

3
 ). So, if the 

PC’s highest stat is 4 then 4×4×4=64 CREDIT is needed. Overcoming a challenge or opponent earns CREDIT from 
the PC’s Fixer equal to the square of the opponent’s highest stat (i.e. Cr = stat  

2
  ). 

Each increment in an opponent’s stat should be thought of as an exponential increase. So, an opponent with 6 SKILL 
is as good as it gets at fighting, e.g. an alien battle mech. A transcendent AI would have 6 MANIPULATION. Some 
illustrative opponents: 

Wage Slave  S M A R T: 0 1 0 1 0 (1 Cr) 

Camera Drone S M A R T: 1 2 1 1 2 (8 Cr) 

Sprawl Ganger  S M A R T: 2 1 1 3 2 (27 Cr) 

Corporate Military S M A R T: 4 1 2 3 3 (64 Cr) 

Cyber-Security S M A R T: 1 4 0 2 2 (64 Cr) 

Psycho Mainframe S M A R T: 4 5 3 4 4 (125 Cr) 

Whenever a stat is increased, a character also gains a one line description linked to the augmentation e.g. retractable 

wrist-blades, infra-red vision. This never adds numerical bonuses but might let the character do something a bit extra 

in certain circumstances or add to some narrative detail. 

Combat  

The player rolls a d6, and if the roll is equal or lower than their PC’s SKILL, they hit (a roll above SKILL is a fail). 

An unarmoured opponent’s RESILIENCE is reduced by that die roll. 

An armoured opponent reduces the die roll by their ARMOUR; but this number is never lower than 1.*  

Example 1: a PC with 4 SKILL rolls 3 on a d6, which is a hit. An unarmoured opponent would have their 
RESILIENCE lowered by 3. If the opponent had 2 ARMOUR, their RESILIENCE would only be lowered by 1. 

Example 2: a PC with 4 SKILL rolls 5 on a d6, which means they fail to hit. 

Damage to RESILIENCE can be spent over multiple opponents. However, to carry damage over to the next opponent, 

the current opponent’s ARMOUR and RESILIENCE must be zero. So, in Example 1, a roll of 3 would defeat two 

Wage Slaves: 2 points to reduce the first one’s ARMOUR and RESILIENCE to 0, and 1 point to defeat the second.* 

Manipulation  

The player describes the hacking effect the PC is trying to achieve. The command line should use no more words 
than the PC’s MANIPULATION. The effect takes as many combat actions to achieve as the number of words used.  
The roll is made in the last moment. 

The hack is successful if the d6 roll is equal or lower than the PC’s MANIPULATION (a roll above the PC’s 
MANIPULATION is a fail). 

The potency of the hack equates to that roll; a 1 being low potency and a 6 being the most potent possible outcome.  

Example 3: A PC has only MANIPULATION 1. They cannot do anything specific with the nearby cameras or 
automated weapon platform but can perform a non-localised, unspecific single word e.g. jam. This takes only one 
moment. The PC rolls and luckily gets a 1.  All nearby cameras and weapon platforms are jammed but the potency 
(1) is weak – perhaps the jam lasts for only a single combat action. 

Example 4: Another PC has MANIPULATION 4. So, they decide instead to target weapons at cameras (4 words).  
This takes 4 actions. On the fourth action a 3 is rolled, a success. Given the potency of 3, the GM rules that the 
weapons destroy the cameras. 
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